STANDARD DECK PRINTING
Template for standard deck printing, including screen printing, and heat transfer decks.

**LEGEND**
- MINI
- 7.5"
- 7.63"
- 7.75"
- 7.88"
- 8.0"
- 8.25"
- 8.5"
- 9.0" (*BLEED)

*Build your graphic to full bleed size 9” x 34” regardless of the board sizes in your order.*

**PANTONE SOLID COATED**
Please load and use the Pantone solid coated color book that ships with Illustrator.

**FONTS**
Outline all fonts used in your graphics. This way your text is transformed into shapes and sending the font file is not required.

**DO NOT FLATTEN TEMPLATE**
Keep the template layer locked and untouched. You will have to re-send your graphics if they are merged with any part of the template.

**MORE INFORMATION**
If you have more questions about our templates, shoot us an e-mail or call one of our sales reps: sales@pointdistribution.com or 702.222.1204